
zy-ViewTM
Oxy-View is a product of

Oxy-View Inc., a respected maker of

proven medical devices which help people

needing continuous oxygen therapy

live better lives.

109 Inverness Drive East

Englewood, Colorado 80112-b105

Patients, eye care professionals,

physicians, respiratorytherapists and

other interested parties are invited

to contact us toll free at 877.699-8439

or online at and

OXY^YIEW EYEWEAR ORDERING INFORMATIONo

The first six digits of the order number indicate the
frame style (Half Rim "HR" or Full Rim "FR") and
the lens size (51117 or 53119). The Last four digits
indicate the color of the frame. For example,
HR511713116 is a Half-Rim frame, 511171ens size,

color rose.

Order No. Deseription

HR511713116
Oval, Half-Rim
Rose 36 mm

HR5117/3062 Metalic Light Blue 36 mm
HR5117/3081 Metalic Red 36 mm
HR5117/3059 Shaded Dark Blue 36 mm
HR5117I3008 Shaded Gold 36 mm

HR5319I3008
Retangular, Half-Rim
Shaded Gold 38 mm

HR5319I3068 Metalic Silver 38 mm
HR5319I3011 Shaded Dark Gunmetal 38 mm
HR5319(3091 Metalic Brown 38 mm

FR5319(3068
Retangu]ar,Full-Rim
Metalic Silver 38 mm

FR5319(3091 Metalic Brown 38 mm

U.S. Patent 6,886,562



Oxy-View eyewear lets people
see the real you,

You need oxygen therapy. But you also need

for peol^lle to dill see yam, and not,just oxygen

tubes. Nov there's an answer-Oxy View

eyewear. These alta•active eyeglass frames not

only holdyour prescription lenses, they also

deliver the oxygen you need itr a waythat

others will hardly notice. They'll see only

your smiling face.

Oxygen therapy without the nasal eannuta.

Let's face it -it's no fun to wear a nasal cannula

with those tubes across your face and over your ears. But

nowyou can wear Oxy-View eyeglasses instead. They can

effectively deliver oxygen flows of up to five liters per

minute, as prescribed byyour physician.

And they work with all types of oxygen delivery

systems, including liquid oxygen, gas cylinders,

concentrators, and most oxygen conserving devices.

Better eomfort and a better took.

Oxy-View eyeglasses help you see and feel better.

The frames come in a variety of styles and colors,

and are perfect for most prescription and sunglass

lenses. They offeryou an attractive way of reducing the

discomfort that often occurs from wearing a

nasal cannula, as well as a boost to your spirits by

disguisingthose unsightlytubes.

Go out without standing out,

Whenyou're wearing Oxy-View eyeglasses, you'll

feel better about getting out and doing the things

you love. People will no longer see someone on

oxygen, but rather the vibrant personyou really

are. Andyou'll see them clearly, too, withyour

Oxy-View eyeglasses.

A simple idea that
works beautifully.

Oxygen flows front

yotn•source,just

as it would to a

h•aditional nasal

cannula.

Oxy-View eye-

glassframes are

hollow, carrying

oxygen flows of

np to 5liters per

minute.

Oxygen flow

Tiny, individual nasal prongs

extend from the bridge of the

Oxy-View frame, providing

yon with oxygen in a matmer

that is hardly noticeable

to others.

Choose from several distinctive frames,

Oxy-View eyeglass frames are available in

several fashionable colors. Please call toll free

1-877-699-8439 for avaffable colors. Whichever

coloryou choose, you'll find them an attractive and

comfortable way to get the oxygen your doctor has

prescribed. Always consult your doctor before

changing your oxygen delivery system.

Oval, Half-Rim, 51117

Rose

Dark Blue

Rectangular, Half-Rim, 53/19

Available Colors

Metalic Red

Shaded Gold Metalic Silver

Gunmetal Metalic Brown

Actual colors may vary.

See Rear Panel For OrderinR^ Information
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